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After a very challenging 2009, 2010 was better than
expected despite the slow down towards the end of
year. Compared to 2009 our group total sales grew by
approximately 20% and our number of employees
by 10 %.
I would like to share with you some of significant
developments in our group in 2010.
We became a shareholder in Synergethic SA, a French
company developing electric vehicles. With this venture
we will be able to take part in the global trend towards
electric vehicles.
Mr. Larry Denton joined Orhan Holding as the
president of Nobel Automotive. I am confident that
Larry's extensive experience in automotive industry
will be one of the major factors in our progress.

These investments will help us grow by serving our
customer better at more locations and with integrated
processes.
Additionally, we have entered the cement sector with
AundeTeknik's partnership in Sançim.
We plan to expand our global footprint with Russia in
2011. China and India will follow shortly.
Global economy will continue to be a challenge in 2011.
Especially in the European zone there may be ups and
downs in the automotive industry. We have to continue
to be cautious with our resources and remain at full
speed with our lean and continuous improvement
efforts.

Nobel Automotive Korea Incheon plant and Nobel
Automotive Romania Campulung plant started
production.

One of the main topics in 2011 will continue to be to
increase the synergy and cooperation between our
group companies. We have to make take better
advantage of our global footprint of our people and
facilities.

Matay's metal slitting facility started production in the
Karacabey plant.

I wish New Year will bring health, happiness, and
success for you and your loved ones.

H. Murat ORHAN
Orhan Holding
Chairman
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Meeting with Y Generation
With the developing technology, as part of modifications in
information and communication age, the ones born between
the years 1980 - 2000 are called Y generation. Recently, with
their existences in bussiness life, it has been getting more
and more important to be able to understand this new
generation.
in this period, which the first time four genarations (oldline, Baby Boomer, X) are together, it is getting more
important for us in our bussiness life to understand Y
generation and How to communicate with them in order to
prevent conflicts among these four generations. That's why
we have carried out the “meeting of Y generation”. in the
meeting, which Baby Boomers and X generations
participated predominantly; the subjects such as the
general features of Y generation, their expectations from
bussiness life, communication ways with them and How we
can work with them, are discussed.
At the end of the meeting; we have the thoughts of
participants about meeting and Y generation. Then, we find
out that Y generations are our future and if we understand
each other, our bussiness life will be more efficient and so
we can see where we will be in the future. Our training

programs about these four generations will continue.
Please do not forget and keep in your mind that Darwin
accepts the idea“ the strong ones live” during his life, but
closer to his death, he changed his mind and said “ No, the
ones who are in concert, are living”. We can improve
ourselves as long as we manage the changes and we will go
ahead together with the harmonic combination of all
generations.

Electric vehicle
Recently, with developing technology and industry,
environment problems have appeared more. Especially, in
order to develop various alternative energy methods, the
ways to decrease the damage of fossil fuels are being
searched. So, electric, hydrogen and
hybrid technologies are started to be used
in vehicles.
As we are Orhan Holding, we become one
of innovative companies by giving the
importance to our future and
environment. We have started working on
producing local electrical vehicle, the
model of Tilter, and we have had % 80 of
French Engineering company SynergEthic
SA. The production and design of this
electrical vehicle, with three wheels for
2 persons, are reviewed again and it is
supposed to be produced in Bursa. The main target is to
produce the first local electrical vehicles until the end of

2011 in our country and to present them in international
exhibitions like we did before.
This electriccal vehicle, in 2.5 meter height, for 2 persons, is
supposed to be used especially in city Centers. This new
vehicle, with three wheels, will have the
capability to turn 30 degree to the side where
would like to be turned and they will be able to
make 110 km/s speed.
Also, related to batteries, which are the most
expensive part of electrical vehicles, in order
to use and export them to 40 countries, we are
making some studies about How to produce
nickel and zinc batteries in Turkey. Nickel Zinc batteries are %50 cheaper and % 80
recycled than lithium ion batteries.
With this attempt in Turkey, we have been
taking our first stept in producing turkish
made electrical vehicle and as we are orhan holding, our
action to develop our company will continue.

2nd traditional Cherry Festival
After a busy and tiring bussines life, in order to take a breath and
enjoy our times, we organized “ Welcome summer picnic” for our
general managers and for their families in July 2010 in Orhan Tarım
Yeniﬂehir farm place.
We spent such a beautiful and enjoyable day by picking cherry from
the trees and by children' playing animals in farm place. Suprises,
that are done for General managers and for their families by Orhan
tarım general manager ﬁefik Yi¤it, let them have enjoyable summer
picnic.
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We have had the first In "International Photography Contest" in Turkey
As we are the organizer of International
Photography contest which has been carried
out regularly and successfully, we have been
recently rewarded with “Bronze” plaque by
International Federation of Photographic Art
(FIAP). We surely believe that we have been
giving the importance to art as much as our
responsibilities to our social responsibilities.
The most beautiful side of Photography art is
the chance to see the objects in the world with
different point of views from different places,

the chance of sharing the immortal moments.
As Orhan Holding, by our contest which turned
into international one 5 years ago, we have been
doing our best to be the connection among
different cultures in the world.
Our main aim is always to go ahead, build up
ourselves in this field and become one of the most
respected and known photography competitions
in the world.
We are living this happiness and pride...

6th International Orhan Holding Photography Contest has
come to a conclusion…
As Orhan Holding, we always give
importance of societal responsibilities as
much as our responsibilities for
shareholdings and employees.
With our support to art, Our journey with
photography has started in 1998 with a
competition organized among our
employees. Soon after, our national
competition was supported and attracted
amateur and professional
photographers.
With the support of FIAP (International
Federation of Photographic Art ) and
TFSF (Photographic Arts Federation of
Turkey ) we have organized 6th Orhan
Holding International Photography
contest with the theme “ Festival “in 3
categories ( Monochrome / Colored /
Experimental ) and a good deal of
photographers from;
26 countries ( such as Sri Lanka,
Ukraina, Vietnam, Spain, Mexico,
Australia and China etc.)
149 Photographers
1064 prints participated in our
contest from

This year among the jury members;
Monochrome prints section; Aclan
Uraz, Bahadır Öztuna, Holdingi
temsilen Ayﬂegül Orhan Donat; Color
prints section: Vedat Osmano¤lu,
Tahsin Sezer Orhan Holdingi temsilen
Necla Orhan; Experimental print
section: Adnan Ataç, Suha Kocao¤lu,
Lewis Keir Johnson. They have been
through a very difficult evaluation
meeting. Though we are glad and
satisfied with the participation of them.
The award ceremony of the contest
took place in Teknik oto building of
Orhan Holding on 4 December 2010
Saturday at 15:00.
We aim to become one of the most
respected and known photography
competitions in the world.
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Award Winning Photos
Color Prints

Monochrome Prints
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Intranet=The streeet in our house
Using unconscious intranet has been one of the most critical
problems recently. In order to make families conscious of
using intranet and computer at home, Bursa Health and
Education foundation (BURSEV) started working
on a Project subject to “ Intranet - The street in
our home”
BURSEV was founded by 14 volunteers in Bursa in
1997 with the aim of contributing to raise such
modern persons in Education and Health field and
to assist the foundations and the ones who are in
needs as unreturned. This Project is aimed to
become widespread in Bursa and in short term in
the world.
The main aim of the Project of BURSEV is to
organize instructive trainings for teachers and
parents about effectively using of computer and
intranet which being the most important
technological products and the other aim is not to prohibit
using these useful services.
The first conference of this Project was carried out in Necla
Orhan primary school. With the participation of Bursa
governor ﬁerafettin Harput's wife Mrs. Funda Harput, Necla
Orhan and Aytaç Toker, the conference was held on 13

October 2010 Wednesday. The conference was given by
Bursev foundation chairman, Human resources specialist,
career adviser Dilek Köseo¤lu and children and adolescent
psychiatry specialist Pınar Vural.
In this conference, the main subjects were How to
use intranet in our homes and the importance of
being parents in using our age's requirement:
computer and intranet.
Also, the main step of this Project is “the
communication of children and parents in using
intranet and computer” trainings were given by
BURSEV chairman, Project coordinator Dilek
Köseo¤lu and children and adolescent psychiatry
specialist Pınar Vural in Necla Orhan primary
school on 14 October 2010 at 10:00 am.
The Project “intranet-the street in our home”
which is being organized with the cooperations of
Bursa governor, police department informatics crimes, local
health authority, city hall and universities, is aiming to make
teachers and students and their families get used to effective
and security computer and intranet using

Sila Teknik 3rd team become the champion in Orhan Holding Traditional
Bowling Tournament

As we are Orhan Holding, we organized our 2nd
Orhan Holding traditional Bowling tournament,
which we carry out regularly twice a year, on 26
November 2010 Friday evening in Cosmic Bowling
located in Beﬂevler Carrefour. in the tournament,
which total 155 staffs participated, but 31 teams
challanged with each other, spent such an
enjoyable times. in the rest of tournament, Sıla
Teknik 3rd team become the champion with 628
scoring. Matay 1st team become the second with
620 scoring whilst Nobel Automotive 1st team
become the third with 618 scoring.
The champion of men and women in Bowling are
also awarded. Sezai Üçyol from Orhan Holding is

the champion by getting 203 scoring
among men in Bowling tournament
and Sibel Döner become the
champion with 139 scoring in
women. The ones and teams are
awarded with plates, medals and
small gifts at the end of tournament.
We would like to congratulate all
teams which participated and the
ones and also the teams which are
awarded and did their best in
tournament. We wish to meet in next
Bowling tournament.
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“Our Sea”
Artificial reefs to expand angling in Mudanya seaside
We are the sponsor for a group of reefs;
in order to support and enrich the natural life in our Sea, we
have started following the method, which is carried out all
around the world. Our Project named “ Our Sea” attracted
many people, as its aim is to introduce artificial reefs
application and to be in cooperation with civil society
institutes such as Mudanya Local government and
especially universities, which can be supportive. By Emine
Örnek Education institute's willing of being in this Project
with social responsibility concept and especially one of the
managers of the school, Gülﬂah Dikili's effort to expand this
Project, “Our Sea” Project attracted people in various area
of Bursa.
Mudanya is one of the closest seaside to Marmara Sea. We
can meet many people beside the seaside in beautiful
weather, talking and enjoying in cafes, eating in small
restaurants or fishing in seaside or in the boats, or enjoying
their times. This area will develop rapidly as being tourism
area, but our beautiful sea is not as clean as before. in
1970s,when we were fishing in the boats, we used to catch
fishes with bucket and we used to share them with our
neighbours. But now, even we are more developed than
before, if we can catch 2 or 3 fishes, we are lucky. in the
seaside of Mudanya, the floor of Marmara Sea consists of
plain and sand. There is no natural rocky to keep the fishes.
A few fish nets in the sea are being destroyed.

We can carry out the advised applications, which are being
done in other districts and in other developed countries,
with the Project of “Creating artificial reefs or artificial fish
nets”.
Related to carrying out the projects in another districts,
there are many samples in Turkey and in other countries.
The scientific and environmentalist institutes are supporting
these projects and the results of them are successful.
Ecological adjustments are created in a very short time
around artificial reefs, which are sent to the depth of the
sea and as a result of this, diversity of sea species are
raising, whilst the opposite effect of it, is prohibiting illegal
hunting. There are also positive results of reefs in diving
tourism. Mudanya civil government will support carrying
and leaving the blocks into the sea. The institutes,
composing the reefs area, would be called as main sponsor
and their names will be given. in the map of the sea, the
area of the reefs will be determined and these areas will be
called with the name of main sponsor.
We would like to thank Emine Örnek education institute and
Gülﬂah Dikili for their efforts and hardworkings in the
Project of “Our Sea”. Our aim and wish is to see many
diversified fishes in the sea and to create healthful and
effective environment to raise them in the sea. So we will
have the opportunity to keep healthful and effective sea for
our children, who are our future.

The concept which likes humans, country and its sea would
like to serve them. By putting our power together,
composing public opinion and working up concerned
persons, we can serve our humanity and our society with
the Project of “ Developing Angling in Mudanya Seaside”.

Employees that recently
have babies

Cem Kabak, Nesrin Emsen, Nihan Yıldız, Özgür Ege
had a child

We congratulate and wish them a successful and healthy life.
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Interview
In this edition, ‹brahim Tumbaz and his family are our guests.
The door of the house was opened with sincere
smiling of Ceyda and Berra and we were
welcomed with a great hospitality. We had
amusing time together during interview..
‹brahim has been with us since the foundation of
Teknik Oto and he has been working in this
sector for 16 years. He started his working life
as probationer in Teknik Oto and recently he
has been working in emergency service,
motor bicycle and mechanical departments.
‹brahim says “ I believe that the most
important reason that made me work here
for years is of course CONFIDENCE. As long
as we keep this feeling, I believe that we can
work longer with love and trustworthiness
with our management and our
colleagues. I have a life full of love.”
He has been interested in cars since his
childhood. He thinks that his car hobby
affected the choice of his occupation .
Because BMW cars, he is working on, have
excellent performance, he feels that this is
making him experience his childhood again as
if he were playing. So, he knows that he can do
anywork in the company.
He believes that his company is giving him social
opportunity. He says “ During my day, I am meeting
many customers and in my private life I can see them
in anywhere. I have been always in contact with them.
Even in the most difficult times, there are many customers
calling us day and night . As being the doctor of the cars, we
are trying to find solutions, even it is snowy, rainy, we do not
stop, when the customers call us. There are also customers
calling us just to feel the feeling of confidence.
His wife Burcu is used to his husband's being busy in
emergency service. She is also interested in cars like his

husband. She says “ Tobe honest I was
not feeling confidence for riding motor
bicycle, but having experienced it with
‹brahim, I have changed my mind and
used it with ‹brahim, even sometimes
I feel disturbance”
On the other hand, ‹brahim talked about
the importance of using protective
materials while riding motor bicycle.
When protective materials are used and
then a good driving technic follows it, there
wouldn't be any problem.
By the way, their children Ceyde and Berra
joined our enjoyable conversation during the
night. His wife Burcu says “the best thing that
makes me happy is concern and commitment
of ‹brahim's managements and his
colleagues, in the times of our daughters
were born and even we lost our relatives.
They were always with us , I will never
forget this. I hope this will continue like
this forever.”
‹brahim says “Many of his dreams
come true in this company. I wanted
to be in abroad and because of my
company, I was in Germany, Munich for
BMW car trainings and recently I was in Kıbrıs for
Borusan's after sales trainings.
I believe that the view of life is changing and expanding
because of these travels. First aid training, that we had, is
allowing us to rescue lives at the times of accident.”
I would like to thank Tumbaz family for sharing their times
with us and we wish happiness for them in their lives.
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Our internal trainings continue

Health trainings

In order to improve the technical abilities of the white
collared employees and to make the technical training
prevalent within the company, we planned training for the
company for year 2010 with, Process FMEA, Process
Auditing and Presentation Technics.

All the factory workers have been trained about Weight
Lifting, Ear Health, Protective Equipments and Occupational
Diseases by factory doctor.

It is planned to continue with training which the attendees
are satisfied with, in the following months.

Slogan contest
The year 2010 was declared productivity, motivation,
creativity in our factory. We organized a slogan contest
about productivity, motivation and creativity.
Slogans were evaluated by a committiee; awards and
certificates are given to winner with ceremony in the plant.
Winner Slogan:
“You think different, we produce difference.”
Ümran Özgün/ Set Cover Plant

Photo contest
We organized a photo contest about “Parental-Child Love”. All of
the employees children, husband/wife or parent have attended.
Photos were evaluated by a committiee including specialist for
photo and the winners are chosen accordingly.

1st Photo- Halil ‹brahim Kıvrak
2nd Photo- Deniz Büyükda¤
3rd Photo- Habibe Kaya
Honorable Mention: Mehmet Ete

The first photo contest

We have given awards and
certification to winners.
We congratulate all the
attendees on their
success and we hope for
them to continue their
actions on photos.

The second photo contest

The third photo contest

Honorable mention
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Quality success award

We organized ceremony for 2009 proposal awards in June
2010.
Set Cover Plant;
Giving award to 3 employees who gave maximum positive
accepted proposal;
1. Abdurrahim Girgin
2. ‹smail Ateﬂ
3. Hayriye Aﬂık and Dilek Ekmez
Fabric Plant;
Giving award to 3 employees who gave maximum positive
accepted proposal;
1. Ayla Sülüm
2. Özlem Tokdemir
3. Arzu Turgay
Conversion Plant;
Giving award to 3 employees who gave maximum positive
accepted proposal;
1. Ferdi Akgül
2. Fuat Günay
3. Mehmet Karaman

Quality Success Award
During the “Quality Succes Award” ceremony on
September, we have given awards and certificates for
the winners in Commercial vehicle seat cover
production line, car seat cover production line and
headrests/armrests/etc. production line categories.

Isringhausen Plant;
Giving award to 3 employees who gave maximum positive
accepted proposal;
1. Osman Bardak
2. ‹smail Öztürk
3. Mesut O¤urlu and Ülkü Kurtbey.
Sales & Engineering Department staff which gave the most
number of suggestion per person, got their award during
the ceremony.
We thank them for their assistance with their suggestion,
and hope that they will continue this way.
As usual, we have invited the workers that retired in past
year, from Seat Cover Plant; Halime Yılmaz, Neriman
Ergen, Hanife Akyıldız, Meliha Çalıﬂkan, Gülben Bahar,
Gülperi Kuru, Hörü Bahar, Maviﬂ Karademir, Adife ﬁen,
Gülcan Güler, Meryem Yurtsever, Gülbiye Türkay, Sabriye
ﬁentürk, Nedim Karagöz, Gülser Cömertel and from Fabric
Plant; Sevcan Yeliﬂova and Mehmet Güngör. We thanked
them and congratulated with plaque.
We thank them again for their support and wish them health
and happiness for their future lives.
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Employees that have recently signed in
Emre Usta
He was born in 03.06.1985 and graduated
Yeditepe University Electric-Electronic
Engineering. He has been working with us as
Project Engineer as of 22.06.2010.

Hakan Do¤an
He was born in 23.03.1983 and graduated
Uluda¤ University Mechanical Engineering. He
has been working with us as Maintenance
Engineer as of 08.06.2010.

ﬁenol Kahraman
He was born in 21.01.1982 and graduated
Kocaeli University Metallurgyi and Material
Enginnering. He has been working with us as
Quality Engineer as of 26.07.2010

Derya Eryüksel
She was born in 23.02.1982 and graduated Ege
University Nursing and Healthcare Services.
She has been working with us as Nurse as of
27.08.2010.

Ersin Mutlu
He was born in 10.06.1987 and graduated
Kocaeli University Industrial Engineering. He
has been working with as Project Leader as of
02.08.2010.

Serkan Sar¤›n
He was born in 20.02.1985 and graduated
Uluda¤ University Industrial Engineering. He
has been working with as Quality Engineer as
of 02.08.2010.

Can ﬁarlar
He was born in 20.08.1982 and graduated
Do¤uﬂ University Industrial Engineering. He
has been working with as Purchasing Engineer
as of 23.08.2010.

Gürsel K›rca
He was born in 21.09.1967 and graduated
Anadolu University Business Administration.
He has been working with as Production Head
as of 06.09.2010.

Harun Yeni
He was born in 18.04.1986 and graduated Gazi
University Design and Construction Training.
He has been working with as Industrial
Designer as of 06.09.2010.

Aybars Alk›ﬂ
He was born in 04.02.1983 and graduated
Balıkesir University Mechanical Engineering.
He has been working with as Project Engineer
as of 15.09.2010.

Employees that recently have
babies
Gülgün Y›lmaz, Özgür Yermez, Ayten Erdi, Ufuk Çak›r, Adil
Gökgül, Hüseyin Dur, Özgür F›rat Y›ld›z, Sema Kahya,
Sabriye Civcar, Bülent Öztürk, Resmiye Karlar, Jale Ya¤c›,
Hanife Alaca, Esin Öztürk, Mergül Hac›o¤lu, Fatma ﬁen,
Hülya Alt›n, Hümeyra Ayd›n, Nezaket Soydemir, Nesrin Ay,
Nazmiye Mutlu, Nejla Vatansever, Sevilcan Korkmaz
had a child
We congratulate and wish them a successful and healthy life.

Employees that are recently married
‹smail Altu¤ Aydo¤an, Gülbahar Örnek, Seray Erdo¤an, Yeter
Bako¤lu, Fatih Çetinkaya, Selma Güneﬂ, Selçuk Çelikkaya,
Emrah Akdeniz, Mithat ﬁen, Fatih Ç›buk, Sercan Delibaﬂ,
Emine Köse, Yasemin Ceylan were married
We wish them happiness for lifelong.

Employees that recently have
funeral for their family members
Kezban Çelikutku-Father, Vural Karadeniz-Grandfather,
ﬁerife Yurt-Mother, Nimet Cesur-Niece, Mukaddes CoﬂkunGrandmother, Sevgül Yurtçu-Grandmother, Fikriye TuraGrandmother, Feraim Semet-Mother, Fahrettin Y›lmazSibling, Mehmet Y›lmaz-Uncle, Özlem Akgün-Grandmother,
Mehmet K›z›lay-Grandfather, ﬁükriye Türkan PaçarGrandfather, Serdar Bilgiç-Grandmother, Nagihan BilgiçGrandmother, Özgür Alt›n-Barn-Grandfather, Renginar
‹mamo¤lu-Mother, Nefise Özkaya-Niece, Ramazan ArarUncle, Muradiye K›r-Aunt, Canan Dura-Grandmother, Gülay
Y›ld›ran-Mother, ‹smihan At›ﬂ-Mother, Hamide GüneﬂUncle, Özlem Üstün-Grandmother, Ayﬂe Turguto¤luSpoouse, Sebiha Yenihayat-Grandmother, U¤ur BüyükUncle, Hakan Eren-Grandfather
We are deeply sorry for our workers who's family members
recently passed away.
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Redeployment in position

Our staffs who left our company

Yusuf Hakç›l, used to work for our BFTC company, has been
promoted as Human Reesources chief for Matay A.ﬁ as of
31 August 2010.

Yüksel Tosun, who started working as Human Resources
responsible on 20 February 2001, quit his employment on
30 September 2010.

We wish success for him in his new position.

We wish success for him in his new working life

Celebration of birthdays

Testimonial dinner

On 19 July 2010, we celebrated our general manager Hakan
Burucu's and our staffs's bithdays, born at the same date.

Our friend Vezatiye ﬁentürk, joined in our group on 01
October 1996, left us on 18 June 2010. We wished our best
for her in the dinner, we organized for her on 09 July 2010.

Happy new ages for all of them.

We wish success for her in her new working life.

Employees that are recently married
Aliye Zengin, Vezatiye ﬁentürk, Arzu Bülbül, Tülay Batmaz,
Nigar Iﬂ›k, Hasbi Çavdar, Aynur Arslan, Zeynep Efetürk
were married
We wish them happiness for lifelong.

Employees that recently
have babies
Mümüne Abi, Feriﬂte Dural›, Fatma Ayy›ld›z, Binnaz Yavuz,
Fend Öncel, Ayﬂe Aykut, Meliha Nac›o¤lu, Fatma Demir,
Güler Yüce Aslan, Hatice F›r›nc›o¤lu, Hale Pehlivan, Bilgen
Kaya, Sündüz Ülkü, ﬁener Kol, Nürvet Ateﬂ, Emine ﬁen,
Emine ﬁen, Reyhan Ekinci, Arzu Kayac›kl›, Arzu Kayac›kl›,
Belk›z Çavuﬂ, Yakup Ak›l had a child
We congratulate and wish them a successful and
healthy life.
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The Staffs of the Month
“The Staff of the Month” evaluations have been done and the following staffs have been awarded;

Metin Erdem (who is the formen of foam
production) was rewarded as“the staff of
July month” by Mr. Reyhan Alpo¤uz.

Ceyhun ﬁen (who is the staff of Peeling)
was rewarded as “the staff of August
month ”by Mrs. Aysel Bozyi¤it

Employees that recently
have babies

‹brahim ‹pek (who is the staff of Peeling)
was rewarded as “the staff of
September month”by Ms. Semra Uçkaç.

Ersin Cankurt (who is the staff of
Security) was rewarded as “the staff of
October month ” by Mr. Adem Ören.

Adem Ören and Burçin Ören had a baby and is a boy.
We congratulate and wish them a successful and healthy life.

Why should the waste battery
be collected ?
Battery producers are generating benefits and they
also contribute to environment with new
Technologies, they are using. in spite of this new
technology, we mustn't throw the exhausted
batteries directly into waste or environment.
Because waste batteries contain diversified
chemical elements, they can create pollution via
interfering into subterranean waters and earth. in order to use natural resources
more efficient, we must collect waste batteries in plastic bags, cardboard boxes or
in jars and (if there has been) they should be thrown into waste battery boxes in
companies, supermarkets, schools or in the centers, which civil government
approved, for recycling. As an option, we could take our batteries to the point of sale,
where we bought them.
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Matay Karacabey Factory,
production received approval
Our tube production
factory get first time
approval from the final
customers Tofaﬂ and
Hyundai in year 2009 ,
Faurecia and Renault in
June 2010. After this
approval Matay began
to use own tubes in its
process.
We thank to all our
colleagues for their
support.

Hyundai 5 Star audit
Matay has performed 4.5
star (753/1000) in the
Hyundai 5 star audit. 5
star candidate companies
are determined according
to this audit. Hyundai has
started that Matay will be
a 5 star candidate and
Korea will be notified
about this upon the 753
points collected this year.
The audit has especially focused on the new Pbt line which
has recently been activated and satisfied the auditor. We are
grateful for all the efforts of our team

Kaizen-WCM-EFQM presentations

Crane training has been done

Continuous Improvement Department has conducted
another kaizen presentation with the participation of the
entire staff which is held every three months. The
presentation covered the WCM (World Class Manufacturing)
studies with TOFAﬁ and EFQM studies which are carried out
by the quality deparment under the perfection model
concept.

Chamber of Mechanical Engineers has presented an
educational program to the operators in order to; maintain a
healthy and safe workplace, reduce accidents related to
carriage and lifting of loads by cranes, inform the
employees about the risks to be faced and the precautions
to be taken and consolidate the principles of health and
security in the working environment.

Tofaﬂ, WCM audit
The first audit related to WCM project being carried out with
TOFAﬁ has been conducted on 20.07.2010. Our company has

collected 13 points which is a sufficient score for starters
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Oyak Renault, Senior Managers visited our plant
Oyak Renault X98 and B85 project managers M. Bernard
Paintendre, Emmanuel VIDAL, Therry Crosnier, Dider
Robert and Hakk› Ar›ca visited our plant on 21.09.2010 and

07.10.2010. They had a tour in the company with our board
members, general managers and managers and they have
been informed about our plant.

5S informations and WCM training

Problem - Solving process,
Benchmarking was performed at Farba

Our employees have been re-informed about the 5S
applications which lay the foundations of improvement acts.
Moreover, further information have been given about
increasing the level of success in the application of
WCM studies being carried out with TOFAﬁ.

On EFQM biggest
award winner on
2010 Farba, made
public their
problem solding
method is enought
for benchmark our
team made a visit
with the idea of
continius
improvement for
benchmarking.
Matay Process
Quality Responsible Serdar Kutlu given a presentation about
Matay's problem solving process than our team analysis
Farba's process and mad a plant tour. For sharing
behaviour of Mrs. Müge Baran Quality Manager of Farba,
our team regards her and take photo of this beneficial visit.

Turkish Metal Union, fast-breaking dinner at Matay
Due to Ramadan, Turkish Metal Union executives, union
representatives and employees come together for the fast-

breaking dinner in our factory cafeteria on 01 September
2010.
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EFQM, Our Plant has recourse to
EFQM Model provide training.
We are candidate for the Big Prize!

EFQM Slogan competition has been
done
Matay organized a slogan
competition under EFQM
Excellence with the
participation of all our staff.
After final Review, Sinan
Durak "Our goal is to
Sustainable Excellence"
slogan has been awarded.
We congratulate Sinan
Durak and thank our friends
who participated.

First, starting in March of 2009, work continued with the
process of self-assessment and our plant is one of the three
companies applying for the award on 24 September 2010 .
This year, Matay, as only the private sector category and two
public institutions participating in the award nomination
process is done in conjunction with the company is
continuing with training. Next steps;
- Book delivery 14 January 2011
- Site visit 21 March - 4 April 2011
- Anouncement of the winning company 16 April 2011
We'll be ready to receive the award as Matay that day.

Safety policy has been reviewed
in matay
A good example of leadership, with safety policies have been
reviewed again and workshops across the business necessity of
safety equipment usage, not just for blue collar and white collar
employees, suppliers and visitors have begun to implement.
From now on , safety securities equipment , shoes, coats,
earings , are required in all aorund the factory but just glasses
are not only the welding and the tooling area has been made
compulsory in special processes such as the risk of eye burr.

We have sent our apprenticies of the
period 2009-2010

Our Sales Manager,
Mr. Yakup Tasdemir, retired

As every year, this
year again we sent
our apprenticies
educated by our
experienced
employees. We wish
them success and
happiness in life.

There was a goodbye party
for YakupTasdemir worked
as Marketing Director in
our company since 1990.
We thank him for their
labor and wish him peace
and health in later life.

Traditional picnic of Matay
Sunday, July 4, 2010, Matay has organized a picnic at Ça¤layan
picnic area with the participation of our employees and their
families. We spent altogether happy moments with the sweet
smell of barbecue. So, it was time to head for home at the end of
a beautiful day.
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Trip to Istanbul

Our company founded a social activity club and started its
activities effectively. We've done our first social effectiveness
in Istanbul on Sunday, October 24, 2010 at 06:30 with all the
participants. Our first stop was a MiniaTurk. We were
enchanted because there was really a magnificent structures;
it was amazing like real structures. Just after we went to
Pierre Loti Istanbul's famous hill. For this, we used the cable
car. Pierre Loti greeted us with its spectacular see view from
the top. We enjoy a good view of Pierre Loti while sipping a
cup of tea. The next stop was the Panorama museum founded
on 1453. We pass first through a dark tunnel and stairs and
just in the entrance we stupified by the beautiful scene; we
never seen before. Very difficult to explain in words the
current atmosphere ; like when we went to another world in
another time zone at the same time. The best is to go and to
see it in place absolutely again!

At the latest round, we rent a boat and had a bosphorus
tour. At the end of the day we return home to Bursa. We
would have liked to see more but it we didn't have enough
time unfortunately. Maybe next time ...
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Matay Converts Crisis to Opportunity
What are the factors that
have effect to start Lean
Process Studies in our
company?

worked for installation of lean logistics and project
management facilities.

Some lean tools as kaizen or
5S are used in Matay since
1998. But complete
implementation of lean
mantality was not perfect.

2 Orhan Holding's most important strategy which decreases
the effects of global crisis that occurs at the last quarter of
2008, is converting the crisis to opportunities. Our chairman
Mr. Orhan's article that has published about this subject is
regarded as vision for us. From the beginning to the end,
top management all supported the lean manufacturing
processes that we admit as a rescuer to solve the problems
mentioned above. Department managers joined to teams
which determined for lean studies and lean production
engineering is composed under the continuous
improvement department to obtain continuity and to apply
the lean production philosophy at all production processes
of our plant. Manpower is obtained for continuous
improvement to implement activities continuously and still
this manpower continues their activities to apply lean
studies and to update the system. The cost that occurs
during the implementation of some lean studies is financed
easily by making analyze of benefit/cost and as a result of
these studies, we profit more than its improvement costs
and its labour costs.

That's why we decided as
lean managers to start lean
activites again in 2008 by getting top management support.
The main reason to start lean activites were having too
much stock and untidy stock management in plant. These
two issues compels us in terms of achieve main business
goals and strategies.
Otherwise, Lean activities has been started at end of 2008 to
eliminate; some difficulties to apply FIFO instructions,
production planning problems amongst different production
sections, some efficiency loses due to planning problems,
difficulties in determination of bottlenecks, problems in
operating of Kanban system, Firstly, a team was founded to
manage these activites. This team completed the
installation of the system in 6 months in production
activities. Then two seperated teams were founded and they

In which level did top management support this process?

Sincerely
Onur TÜRKMEN
Matay Inc. Production Manager

Employees that are recently married
Görkan Anuﬂ - Zekine (Z›r›n) Anuﬂ, Adem Sungur - Dilek
(Geçici) Sungur, Eser Do¤ru - Mehtap (Çakar) Do¤ru,
Mustafa Özgür - ﬁirin (Güneﬂ) Özgür, Sinan Durak - Büﬂra
(Kosa) Durak (‹kisi de Matay Çal›ﬂan›), ‹smail Kam›ﬂ - Döndü
(ﬁahin) Kam›ﬂ, Samet ﬁahin - Seval (Meriç) ﬁahin, Murat
Do¤ru - Duygu (Özdemir) Do¤ru, Nasuh Yaman - Cansel
(Dalk›l›nç) Yaman, Hasan O¤uz - Emine (Kaygun) O¤uz,
Mehmet Ali Çam - Fevziye (Çal) Çam, Fatih Durak - Sema
(Zeyrek) Durak were married
We wish them happiness for lifelong.

Employees that recently have
babies
Faruk Uysal, Hayrullah Kurt, ‹smail ﬁahin, Ahmet Köﬂker,
Serdar Küçüker, Fethi Atlgat, Enver Özbek, Deniz Irmak,
‹rfan Durmaz, Özgür Enki, Savaﬂ Zafer Akp›nar, Fatih Kara,
Niyazi Irmak, Süleyman Akp›nar, Recep Oruç, ‹brahim
Eymir, Mücahit Yoldaﬂ, Halil Atar, Sinan Güvenç, Mustafa
Dü¤ero¤lu had a child
We congratulate and wish them a successful and healthy
life.

Employees that recently have
funeral for their family members
Haﬂim Yel - Father, Hüseyin Özdemir - Father, Mümin Mutlu
- Mother
We are deeply sorry for our workers who's family members
recently passed away.
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New President for
Nobel Automotive Group
Larry Denton has taken the
position of President of Nobel
Automotive Group.
After a bachelor of science in
engineering, he received a Master
of Science at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and a
master of Business Administration
of the University of Michigan.
Larry served multiple positions at
Ford including chief engineering,
production manager, plant
manager and director of total cost management.
Larry left Ford in 1996 and took the position of President of
Dow Automotive before becoming Chairman, President and
CEO of Dura Automotive in 2003.
After more than 30 years of experience in the automotive
industry Larry started Denton Consulting an activity
specializing in consultation on mergers and acquisitions
within the automotive supply base.

Nobel Mexico plant has got Bureau
Veritas success certificate
As a result of the ISO 14001 surveillance Audit
performance on November 3rd 2010, Nobel
Automotive México has received the
recommendation from Bureau Veritas to
maintain the Certification according
ISO 14001:2004 Standard.

The visit of Murat Orhan and Zafer
Kabatepe
On November 3rd , 2010 Mr. Murat Orhan and Zafer
Kabatepe visited Nobel Automotive México facility
The main intention of their visit was to talk about the
following topics:
*General indicators´s
presentation related to Nobel
Automotive SLP
*Meeting with Gladys López
our new Human Resources
Manager for Nobel
Automotive SLP Also, during
this visit Mr Murat Akman
(Operations Manager SLP)
gave them a tour throw the
process lines.
As part of this visit, a dinner
was organized to Mr. Murat
and Mr. Zafer, all. The NAMéxico staff were with them
taking the opportunity to share
a great night.

New Asian Operations Director for
Nobel Automotive Group
We are pleased to welcome Madhu Posani
as Operations Director for Asia. Madhu
will be in charge of the Korean business
and of developing the activities of the
group in India and China. Madhu has over
20 years of experience in the
manufacturing and engineering sectors
and strong management and technical
skills. Madhu holds a post-graduate
diploma in management from Anna
Institute in Chennai - India, a MS in industrial engineering
from Kansas University and a BS in mechanical engineering
granted with honors by Madras University of Chennai - India.

New HR manager for
San Luis Potosi plant
Glady M. Lopez has taken the position of
HR manager for San Luis Potosi plant.
Gladys has a bachelor degree in
Industrial Relations from Instituto
Tecnologico Regional de San Luis Potosi
and over than 10 years of experience in
the Human Resources area.

Death day - Dia de muertos
On November 1st and 2th, Mexico
celebrate Day of death.
Mexican people celebrate these
days having the opportunity to
remind and visit at the cementery
their relatives and friends graves.
We take them flowers, food and
sometimes music. We pray for
their souls and spend some
hours giving them company.
For this celebration we prepare an altar which consists in a
kind of structure, a space with their photos, images death,
candles and rhymes. We also put there flowers, food, fruit,
alcohol drinks, candies all that they used to enjoyed when they
were alive.
These altares have a reason, we believe that they will come to
visit us at night and with this ceremony they can eat and drink
whatever they want.
Mexican people also has a particular black humor sense
related with death, we write
rhymes for death, for this
inevitable but existing fact in life.
As a Mexican person, I have to
say that I really enjoy
participating every year with
these altares, who have been
considered by the UNESCO as
An Intangible World Tresaure.
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South Korea Incheon visit
On 21-24 November 2010 dates, Orhan
Holding Human Resources Coordinator Mr.
Zafer Kabatepe and Nobel Automotive
Eastern Operations Director Mr. Hakan
Doyran visited the Nobel Automotive Korea
plant. During their visit to the new facility,
which is located 20km south-east from
Incheon international airport, the plant
manager Mr. Suh and Mr. Yeong Sig, Jeong,
the president of HPT facility, which is our
partner in production, accompanied them.
The reason to be here is trading, but also for
visiting, but the most importantly was

The ones in the photo from left to right: Zafer
Kabatepe, Mr. Suh, HPT facility partner
President Mr.Yeong Sig, Jeong, Hakan Doyran
and Madhu Posani.

introducing Mr. Madhu Posani, who joined
the Nobel Automotive group as Asian
Operations director on 15 November 2010,
with the Korean team and customers. It was
definitely a functional and effective visit for
everybody to support Mr. Posani with his
new position with the Nobel group. The visit
started with a tour in the plant and
production, whose space is about 750 m2
and it continued by having a tour in
historical places of Incheon area. Memory
photos have been taken in the plants and in
Incheon Landing operation Memorial Hall.

During the tour in Incheon area in Korea, we have observed the history of Incheon and we have had the opportunity to find out
its impressive history again by experiencing it in its own location.

Incheon is a metropolitan city. The city was the site of the
Incheon landing by American forces, a decisive battle in the
Korean war. Incheon serves as a transportation hub by both
air and sea, with a massive harbor and Korea`s main
international airport. Several nearby islands, notably
Yeongjong island, where incheon international airport is
located and Ganghwa island, are also within city limits.
There is a huge bridge linking Yeongjang-Yeongju island to mainland of
South Korea which you will pass by to get off this islands and sea,
especially during low tide where you can see the red-coloured scenery
of the shorelines.

Incheon landing memorial hall is located on the southern
edge of Incheon, near Songdo city, the most expensive
planned real estate development in world history. Also
Korea`s current tallest building, Northeast Asia Trade
Tower is located in new Sangdo City.
Incheon landing memorial is a museum, monument and
overlook dedicated to those who died during the Incheon
invasion of the Korean war. It is a simple memorial with the
flags of the 16 nations that fought during the war, photos of
the war and the city, a memorial tower and some relief
carvings of soldiers and the battle. The other newer
neighborhoods built on land reclaimed from the sea are
practically independent mini-cities with shopping, schools,
housing and industry. These newer areas compete for
foreign investment and pride themselves on being clean,
modern and safe.
Incheon is also famous as the site for US general Douglas
MacArthur`s strategic landing during the Korean war.

While many tourists
bypass Incheon in favour
of heading directly to
Seoul, there are a
number of interesting
areas to visit. One may
find that the city has been
developing so rapidly with
Arts center district
(Guwol Dang), excellent
for eating and shopping,
landing memorial hall,
Jaya Park, huge bridge,
international airport,
islands, railways and
subways.
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General overlook to
landscaping
Since we started our production in Kütahya in 2008, we have
contributed to environment with our studies for landscaping
and as a result of this, recently we have started having such
a green and liveable working area.

before 2008

after 2010

before 2008

after 2010

After our landscaping studies, we have had tableau, seen in
the photos of green area and bower to be used by our staffs
at lunch break.

Automotive sector quality
management system seminar

Our trainee application supported
by work association
in addition to trainee application for our blue collar workers,
we have started another project with the cooperation of
Kütahya Work Association in order to supply our white collar
staffs' needs. As part of this project, 4 employees are
working. With this application, we are planning to bring up
potential labour force.

As part of our studies to get TS 16949:2009 quality
certificate, on 18 and 19 June 2010 Automotive sector quality
management system seminar was given to our lock staffs.
All our staffs, participated in this seminar, were successful
and they got specialized after this Seminar

Employees that are recently married

Our continuing course periods
“Bringing up
sewing
machiner
“courses with
guaranteed
employment,
have been
organized with
the
cooperation of
Turkey Working Association Kütahya Provincial Directorate
and National Education Center. We have been supplying
our blue collar staffs' needs with the ones be successful at
the end of these trainings. 38th and 43rd trainings still
continue and after these courses, the ones be successul,
will be included to Orcia.

Mustafa Gümüﬂ & Medine (Tamam) Gümüﬂ, Perihan (Erol)
Demirkol, Azize (ﬁahin) Gökçe, Emel Topbaﬂ, Filiz (Güven)
Kardaﬂ, Seher (Sert) Öncü, Merve (Aky›ld›z) Balk›ﬂ, Adem
Çetinkaya, Nesrin (Dursun) Koçyi¤it, Zekayi Er, Gökhan
Uygun, Mehmet Ölçer & Nagihan (Candemir) Ölçer, Ayﬂe
Gül (Gece) Akkuﬂ were married
We wish them happiness for lifelong.

Employees that recently
have babies
Ümran Türker, Murat Dayar, ‹smail Akhisar, Osman Boz,
Emine Tekcan had a child
We congratulate and wish them a successful and
healthy life.
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Gammon tournament – Ercüment Çetinkaya is the champion

At the end of the 1st Gammon
Tournament of Orda A., which 28
persons participated, ‹smail Hakk›
Duman and Ercument Çetinkaya
challenged to each other. Ercüment
become the Champion.

Within the framework
of social responsibility
there, Inc.

September periodic blood donation in
2010 was repeated. Officers are doing
the work of blood intake of the Red
Crescent Blood Centre. 30 employees
participated in the campaign as a
volunteer participation continues to
increase each time

The photo that Ercüment Çetinkaya is
getting his award from ﬁükrü
Tekbudak in gammon tournament.

Important Days Of
Employees

Within the framework of our
employees and our commitment to
quality eye tests commissioned a fullfledged employees.

After award ceremony, our finalists:
1st - Ercument Çetinkaya and 2nd ‹smail Hakk› Duman

Fire Drill

Especially at work extinguishing the
fire tubes and not using any of the
employees in the crew interventions
were performed with a successful
practice.

From now on, itwas 72 years ago when welostGreat Leader Ataturk
Ataturk commemoration on 10 November 2010 General
Manager, Plant Manager, all employees and guests
working in our factory in Romania have remembered out

great leader. Memorial ceremony which started with a
film performance, continued with homagefor1.5
minutes and finished with The Turkish National Anthem.
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Occupational qualification
certificate
Heavy and hazardous works in relation to the
qualifications of employees' professional
qualifications with the Ministry of National
Education for inappropriate çalıﬂanlarımız
Baﬂar›l› geçen e¤itim sürecinden sonra
çal›ﬂanlar›m›z mesleki yeterlilik belgelerini ald›lar.
Tophane Industrial Vocational High School
teachers within the framework of the protocol by
the 141 operator, 42 plastic extrusion processing
machine operator, CNC hydraulic lift We have
received certificates of professional competence by
providing education.

Mandatory Safety and Health at Work Trainings are carried out
The aim has been 0 accident in the trainings, which took
place between the dates 10.11.2010 – 10.12.2010 with the
participation of all our employees.

The crucial point of work safety trainings are generated inservice trainings of employees. The importance of trainings
and precautions in work accident and occupational disease,
come on the scene, when it is considered that %98 of the
work accidents are the reason of humans. In work safety

trainings, these subjects must be underlined. in-service
trainings are the most difficult ones among education levels
and working conditions of employees.

The principal aim in work safety trainings, is to save
employees and provide safety of operating in the
companies.It is important to prevent employees from
unfavorable conditions such as work accidents and
occupational disease in the companies and provide such a
comfortable and safe place for their body and soul safety in
the companies. It is stated in the trainings again that with
cautions in the companies, we can prevent ourselves from
work accidents and loss of machine and motor reasoned,
despite unsafe and unhealthy working environment.

Employees that recently
have babies
Halil Demirbaﬂ, Hüseyin Özay, Hasan ‹lhan, Umut Demir,
Kazım Taﬂtan had a child
We congratulate and wish them a successful and
healthy life.

Employees that are recently married
Abdul Al, Haﬂim Erdo¤an, Sedat Baﬂdemir, Murat Kümbül
Ferdi Özcan, Emin Demir, ﬁenol Uzun were married
We wish them happiness for lifelong.

Employees that recently have
funeral for their family members
Temel KURAM - Mother
We are deeply sorry for our workers who's family
members recently passed away.
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Hygiene is very important for Orhan Tarim
Hygiene is very important in managership of stud horse milk
cattle breeding in order to prevent from the risk of potential
illness. As Orhan Tarım, we know the importance of
Hygiene in our farm place and we have some precaution for
that..
FOOT POOLS: There are disinfectant solutions in entrance
and exit of the farm place. With this way, disinfection of the
shoes and boots have been done in the entry of farm place
IMPLEMENT POOLS: it is obligatory for some vehicles such
as feed truck, milk transfer vehicles etc. to be in the farm
and the wheels of these vehicles are decontaminated by the
pools full of solutions in the entry.

VISITOR: if required and obligatory, visitors are accepted to
our facility and they should be carrying protective clothes
and galosh during their visit.
We have modern animal barns and milking system with 500
animal capacity. 4 months ago, we sold our 300 animals in
order to improve our quality. We had all our barns and dairy
sterilized so that we could make our barns and farms full of
quality animals whose origin has been known. We searched
for 250 pregnant animals from America and Hungary for
our farm place and finally Some of the animals were
brought from Hungary. Our aim in this Project is to reach
1.000 animals in our farm place.

SomeAnimals, we got from Hungary, came to our farm
We have modern animal barns and milking system with 500 animal capacity.
4 months ago, we sold our 300 animals in order to improve our quality. We had all
our barns and dairy sterilized so that we could make our barns and farms full of
quality animals whose origin has been known. We searched for 250 pregnant
animals from America and Hungary for our farm place and finally Some of the
animals were brought from Hungary. Our aim in this Project is to reach 1.000
animals in our farm place.
We have modern animal barns and
milking system with 500 animal
capacity. 4 months ago, we sold our
400 animals in order to improve our quality. We had all our barns and dairy
sterilized so that we could make our barns and farms full of quality animals
whose origin has been known. We searched for 250 pregnant animals from
America and Hungary for our farm place and finally Some of the animals were
brought from Hungary
Our aim in this Project is to reach 1.000 animals in our farm place.
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ASES (Alliance Supplier Evaluation Standard) Quality System
Operations in Ormetal
ASES (Alliance Supplier
Evaluation Standard)
Quality System
Operations in Ormetal
As Ormetal, we are
working on providing
the desired standards
of our clients by
considering the client satisfaction and special requests.
We performed ASES evaluation of our client Oyak Renault,
which is one of the leading automotive companies in Turkey
and all over the world, in June.
What is ASES?
It is a criterion based evaluation performed by RENAULT /
NISSAN.
The standard used in common is called ASES
(Alliance Supplier Evaluation Standard)

We generated the S/R list of the company. We organized extra
training courses for the operators working on S/R products
and expressed these activities in polyvalances.
We revised project etapes and we started monitoring the
performances of the project team members on participation
to meetings. We prepared experience pools and LLCs.
We revised our modification system. We ensured monitoring
the ECR (Engineering change request) system on e-quality.
In order to achieve our goals in the ASES quality journey, all
of the members in Ormetal worked hard to complete 74
actions.
During this journey we have always remembered this quality
philosophy:
“Quality is a never-ending journey.”
Tom Peters
2010 Oyak Renault PPM tablosu

The aim of ASES

How did we get prepared?

15

ppm

Determining the quality levels of the suppliers and
demanding to increase this level.
Determining the problematic commercial partners for
Renault/Nissan.
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We constructed our e-quality system on intranet. Matay A.ﬁ.,
which is one of the leading companies in this field, supported
us at this point. We moved all of our documents into e-quality
system. We fulfilled monitoring the DÖF and 8D through this
system and by this way attaining background of the client
claims easily.
We introduced the word "transvalization" to whole company.
We ensured systemic analysis of error risks in the whole family
of an erroneous product and we formed monitoring tables.
We obtained foolproofing map of our company. We defined a
supervising protocol for foolproofing and prepared
documents on how to perform the audit. We directed the
leaders of the ongoing projects to apply foolproofing and
added these activities to their scorecards.
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As a result of the shift of the units from Bursa to Karacabey in
July 2008 and the shift of the units from Gebze to Karacabey
in March 2009; Ormetal was graded with C, which was an
insufficient grade for the institution. In order to clean up the
negative effects of the shifts as soon as possible and to
increase the ASES grade from C to B, we have speeded up
our performances by January 2010.
First of all, we started evaluating the client errors by QRQC
system in more detail. We analyzed the errors with 5why non
detection, 5why occurrence and herring bone methods. We
obtained QA matrices and then initiated 4M analyses.
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As a result of the completion of the actions and decrease in
ppm values, we performed ASES evaluation in June 2010.
Our ASES grade is increased from C to B.
We would like to acknowledge the ones who supported us
during this journey:
Oyak Renault A.ﬁ SQF Chief Melda Zuhal
Matay A.ﬁ Quality Manager Gonca T›knaz
Oyak Renault A.ﬁ Purchasing Quality Tahsin Özgüle for his
endless supports by his experiences, leadership and
coaching.
It was an honour to be informed by Oyak Renault that we
were chosen as "the leading supplier in terms of ASES in
Turkey" during the preparation period of this article.
We are continuously working for
new achievements as Ormetal.
Eylem ﬁENTUNA
Quality System Responsible
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A3 Meeting
We conducted a meeting for revision of the first half of
2010's management at the chamber of commerce and
industry of Karacabey. Team Members have been informed
about the departments' performance of the first half and the
aims of the second half of 2010.

Environmental consciousness
Education
All employees have been
educated about the
importance of environmental
consciousness. It has been
told that the biggest treasure
for the next generation is
leaving them a protected
environment.

Traditional family lunch
All employees
attended the lunch
with their families.
Animation team made
a great show which
audience enjoyed.
People were grateful
for getting their
presents at the gift
drawing.

For quality life, no smoking
13 employees have given up smoking with support of “I Quit
Smoking Center”. We hope that they will lead the way of a
healthy life for other smokers.

Employees that have recently signed in
Cevat ﬁevket Erdo¤du
Cevat ﬁevket Erdo¤du: He was born in
Orhangazi in 1971. He is married and has 3
children. He completed his education at
Gaziantep University, he graduated with an
accounting degree in 1992. He has started to
work in human resources on 12.05.2010 at
Or-metal. We wish the best at his work for him.

Employees of the month
Süleyman Kaycan
‹brahim Güner
Hasan Yumurtac›
Neﬂe Aky›ld›z
Metin Korkmaz

April
May
June
July
August

Employees that recently
have babies

Employees that are recently married
Hasan Yumurtac›, Taner Bektaﬂ were married

Murat Kara, Seyit Ahmet Baltac›, Abdurrahman Artun,
Ertu¤rul Turgay, Ahmet Esen, Özcan Torun, ‹lhan Koçuk,
Osman Kocabaﬂ had a child

We wish them happiness for lifelong.
We congratulate and wish them a successful and
healthy life.
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Experimental Design
And Design Fmea
Education
Quality becomes more important in
product and service. Target of
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
(FMEA) is to prevent failures before
they reach the client. It aims to
make quality perfect. This system
is applicable to all kinds of production processes.
Many businesses in today's economy where supply is
increasing in every sector and communication technologies
are developing, have to target not only the production of
cheap goods or services, but cheap and quality levels
meeting customer needs and expectations goods and
services in order to maintain their presence.
To ensure this situation, products or services offered should
be without mistake or minimum influenced by failures.
FMEA is an approach to reduce failures in business units.
Design FMEA of the product is a technique that is applied
before production start, manufacturing, assembly and to
prevent customer-found defects. As Sila Teknik, we had
Design FMEA training from Bureau Veritas in order to avoid
design caused mistakes. We started to apply this method in
the projects that we work as the designer.
Experimental studies are essential for science and research

As SILA TEKN‹K our new projects are;
Renault > X10 (electrical vehicule),
X98 (new Clio;) hood release cables
Nissan > P12C (Juke) hood release and fuel
lid cables
PSA

> A9 (Yeni 308) hood release cables,

Honda > 130A (New Auris) fuel lid cables
Toyota > 130A (New Auris) fuel lid cables

Employees that are recently married
Fikret Çalıﬂkan, Mirban Öztürk, Kadir Hacıo¤lu, Gönül Sal›k
Fatih Özdemir, Ferhat Kütük, Gülser Çoban, Elif Soner
ﬁenay Pehlivan were married.
We wish them happiness for lifelong.

but they require long time and full dedication. In
experimental studies to achieve the right result, designing
right experiment, correct determination of parameters and
outcome of experiments is necessary to know accurately.
Even if all these conditions are realized, to reach the right
result requires many identical samples and experiments.
This situation increases time, cost and labour required. As
Sıla Teknik, we had Experimental Design Education from
Deniz Emre Meriç E¤itim ve Danıﬂmanlık in order to use
right methods in our analysis, develop and to produce parts
in good quality. We aim to reduce experiment number,
experiment cost and qualified labour cost with these studies
to improve our performance.

Ayﬂe YILMAZ KAYA
S›la Teknik
Quality System Specialist

Ongoing and serial life projects of this year are:
- PSA W2 Hand break cable / Hood release cable / Lock
cable, (Rennes/FR)
- FSA W2 Seat control cable, (Rennes/FR)
- PSA T87 Hood release cable, (Mullhouse/FR)
- PSA B7 Hood release cable, (Sochaux/FR)
- Renault W62 Hood release cable, (Sovab/FR)
- Karsan M59 Accelarator and Hood release cable,
(Bursa/TR)
- Nissan X32L Hood stop rod, (NMUK/EN)
- Renault H79 Hood release cable, (Dacia/RO)
- PSA T76 Perfo Hood release cable, (Sochaux/FR)

Employees that recently
have babies
Nevin Sarer, Emine Gerez, Kenan Bozkurt, Hayati Gür, Sedat
Yuca, Durmuﬂ Ali Filiz, Nesrin Orhan, Erdal Töngür, Mesut
Arslan, ﬁerif Aras, Öznur Kaya, Rüﬂtü Baykal, Taner Üner
‹smail Demir had a child.
We congratulate and wish them a successful and
healthy life.
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8D Meeting
Olivier Gil, SQA from Faurecia South Europe, informed us
that we are going to participate to supplier meeting at
Brieres to present our award winning 8D on 19.05.2010. We
are surprised and also very happy. We are not aware of a
competition like this one. But we are very happy to learn that
to be evaluated by Faurecia team for 8D as third winner. At
the same competition, BFTC is invited as first winner. At that
meeting, we are going to present our award winning 8D to
quality managers of several Faurecia plants.
We are very excited to begin our travel with Mrs. Sule and
Mrs Mine from BFTC on 18.05.2010. For me, this is the best
one of my business trips. During our travel, we are studying
to our presentations as students preparing their exams and
we are changing ideas. Meeting is going to take place in the
hotel where we stay. When we arrive to the hotel, we see
that Faurecia South SQ&D manager Mr. Marc Pinart,
Supplier Development Manager Christophe Bouvier and all
the Faurecia SQAs are already in the hotel. I always think
Mr Marc Pinart as a person to be scared of, because he is
the one who is capable of asking many questions in a row,
makes us sweat on audio conferences. All this stress
caused by him made me eat my hands. That is why, when
we meet him, I do not understand who he is. He is a kind,
funny and friendly person and cares for this organization to
be good enough because he keep asking our content, he
chat with everyone (all supplier responsibles).
When our meeting begin in the morning of 19.05.2010, I am
very excited because I am going to be first one to present
8D. During 15 minutes, I should convince all the participants

that we find root cause and take action to prevent any other
problem. When our meeting started in the morning, I was so
excited because of being the one making the presentation
And then, for another 15 minutes, I will answer participants
questions and keep talking on the parts that participants are
not convinced. At the end, all these participants evaluate our
presentation. At the meeting, I find out that second award
winner is Yazaki Turkey, another Turkish supplier and their
report is presented by their Europeen collegues. Knowing
that three awars are shared between Turkish companies
make me pride. Other suppliers are well known Europeen
companies such as Ficosa, Simoldes, ITW ..etc. The results
were the same even if these presentations are evaluated by
participants .
This wonderful meeting is ended with a nice dinner with all
the participants. It is amazing to hear that Faurecia South
Supplier Quality Top management members would like to
visit Teknik Malzeme and they talk about our General
Manager Mr. Hakan Burucu with appreciation.
On the way home, we feel very happy and comfortable within
relief of presenting our company in the best way. I hope that
from now on all our business trips will be nice and good as
this one.
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Award to Teknik Malzeme from BTSO
Adding value to economy award ceremony organized
annually by Bursa Chamber of Commerce and Industry is
held at BTSO building, on october 30, 2010.
Chamber members are awarded according to particularities
as high tax paying, exporting, providing foreign exchange
flow by international transport and tourism activities and
first time product exporting etc. at the ceremony where
Government Minister Faruk Çelik joined.
Teknik Malzeme took the prize of highest exporting as ninth
in ranking.
On behalf of Teknik Malzeme, Hakan BURUCU, General
Manager received this award.
Teknik Malzeme is awarded with several prizes for values
added to economy.
Our future goal is to have big success and to be one of the
leading companies all the time.
We share this success with our employees.

TEK-MAL: This system is bought thanks to a government campaign that
supports 50 % of publicity, advertisement and marketing expenses of
companies operating abroad, in order to encourage trademark registration.
AVETOS:This program which Teknik Malzeme, BFTC and ORCIA use is for
trademark registration. AVETOS means intelligent data collection system. It
is a production orienting, tracking and controlling system. It works with
unique labels on seat, frame and cover and it is integrated to production,
quality, logistics and maintenance departments.
Methodology of AVETOS software and interface designs are published as a
patent called “production management system to orient workers, to track
and control car seat cover production process” on 22.02.2010. Studies for
patent abroad is going on. This patent is supported by several countries.

Fire fighting training from our
emergency state team
In conformance with the environmental and
occupational safety policy commitments to be prepared
for emergency situations, it is given practical training
for all Teknik Malzeme DOSAB employees about fire
fighting to intervene with fire extinguishers and for
emergency response teams to use of hydrant system
and fire hose reels in 39.weeks by Sibel Eyiz who is a
Environmental and Occupational Safety Chief, Teknik
Malzeme DOSAB maintenance teams and
subcontractor firm's responsible.
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Employees that are recently married
‹brahim ﬁen, Mehmet Hendek, Oktay Karabulut, Ayﬂenur
Karabaﬂ, Ersin Altınbulak were married
We wish them happiness for lifelong.

Employees that recently have
funeral for their family members

Employees that recently
have babies
‹lker Özkan, ‹dris Akgün, Ali Karada¤, Halit Filiz, Serkan
Ahçı, Emre Can, Mehmet Öztürk, Özkan Seyri, Oktay
Karabulut, Kamil Yılmaz, Ozan Mancılık, Yakup Hocao¤lu,
Mustafa Yanmaz, Mesut Altun, Sonur Aksoy had a child.
We congratulate and wish them a successful and
healthy life.

Hasan Öztürk - Mother, Fahri Öztürk - Father, Mehmet
Öztürk - Father, Erhan Yaﬂar - Father, Sebahaddin Bilgin Father, Aydın Güncü - Brother, Timur Altıntaﬂ - Father,
‹lker Özkan - Father
We are deeply sorry for our workers who's family members
recently passed away.

Teknik Oto Test drivings
Teknik Oto A.ﬁ has organized an activity within August September in Fatih Sultan Mehmet boulevard. The
preferential purpose to organize this activity, which took
for one week, is presentation and test drivings. Test
drivings, which are carried out in order to be able to get

feedback to increase customer satisfaction and to let the
customers feel the quality, have been raising the visuality.
With this activity, which affected the sales as salutary, the
customers have the opportunity to see Teknik oto and its
differences.
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Welcome Sidelya baby
“ Welcome to our house, with your
hands softer than cotton, your warm
heart … ''

Groupama Insurance Bursa
Region Directorate

Last month, our general manager,
Alper Pekmezcio¤lu's baby girl was
born. We wish baby girl Sidelya a
healthy, happy and long life with
her mother and father.

Trainings
Seda Yıldırım, our colleague who
accomplished succesfully 4 day
training and exam of Yapı Kredi
Insurance Company that we are
presenting, gets her training
certificate from Mrs. Funda
Baybalı, region branch manager.
We wish her success continue.

We visited Groupama Insurance Region Directorate with our
general manager Alper Pekmezcio¤lu. Our visit is very
educative for us that we could say that education is
indispensable power.

Wedding Of Our Colleague Feyza ‹çen

Aviva Insurance Ramadan dinner
As it happens to each
family, ramadan was
peaceful for Uray
Insurance family. Aviva
Insure that we are their
agent for ages, invited
us for ramadan dinner
to Mudanya. We had
dinner under an
amazing sky of summer
night with sea view in an old ship turned into a restaurant. We
felt that being a family is very important, sharing special
times is nice.

Our colleague Feyza ‹çen is get married to Seçkin Daﬂk›ran
who works at Matay. We were at the ceremony as her
second family. We wish lifetime happiness to our newly
weds.

Employees that have recently signed in
Cem Yurtören
Birth date: 04.02.1983 Cem Yurtören
Sales

Didem Güner
Birth date: 06.08.1978 Didem Güner Operation

Elif Erbek
Birth date: 05.12.1987 Elif Erbek,
‹stanbul branch
Operation

Timur Güney
Birth date: 02.12.1985 Timur Güney Sales

O¤uz Han Gürler
Birth date: 22.01.1977 O¤uz Han Gürler
Sales

Aykut Gökhan Gül
Birth date: 14.01.1986 Aykut Gökhan Gül Sales
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Let’s Go and See
Barcelona SPAIN
Barcelona is the capital and the
most populous city of the
Autonomous Community of
Catalonia and the second largest
city in Spain, after Madrid.
The urban area of Barcelona
extends beyond the
administrative city limits
is the sixth-most
populous urban area
in the European Union
after Paris, London,
Ruhr area, Madrid and
Milan. About 5 million
people live in the
Barcelona metropolitan
area. It is also Europe's largest metropolis on the
Mediterranean coast. The main part of a union of
adjacent cities and municipalities named Àrea
Metropolitana de Barcelona (AMB).
It is located on the Mediterranean coast between the
mouths of the rivers Llobregat and Besòs and is bounded to
the west by the Serra de Collserola bridge
Barcelona is recognised as a Global City due to its
importance in finance, commerce, media, entertainment,
arts, international trade, education and tourism. Indeed, it is
a major economic centre and a growing financial centre;

one of Europe's principal Mediterranean ports can be found
here as well as Barcelona international airport, which
handles about 30 million passengers per year.
It also boasts an extensive motorway network and is a hub
of high-speed rail, particularly that which will link
France with Spain and later Portugal.
Barcelona was the 12th-most-visited city in
the world and 4th most visited in Europe
after London, Paris and Rome.
It is in addition the most popular tourist
destination in Spain - receiving over 5
million tourists every year.
Barcelona is the 15th most liveable city in
the World according to lifestyle
magazines. Similarly, according to
Innovation Analysts, Barcelona occupies
13th place in the world on Innovation Cities
globally.
It is the 4th richest city by GDP in the European
Union and 35th in the world. Consequently, its GDP per
capita output stands at 35,975 - some 44% higher than the
European Union average. Similarly, the city of Barcelona
stands in 29th place in a list of net personal earnings
headed by Zurich. The city is Europe's 3rd and one of the
world's most successful as a city brand, both in terms of
reputation and assets

Art and Culture
Art, culture, science and entertainment come together in
Barcelona's museums: Egyptian mummies and
contemporary works of art, the reconstruction of a
mangrove swamp and garments that have defined the
history of fashion and the city's Roman origins The city's
cultural life is just as rich.

History, archaeology and ethnology
To find out about the past in order to understand
the future. To know where we come from, what
we are. To understand and admire other
cultures. Barcelona gives you the opportunity to
travel through 1,000 years of history at its
museums dedicated to history, archaeology and
ethnology
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Science and technology
Visit the Amazon rainforest, walk under the stars, discover
the plants from the five continents, look at an army of ants,
study fossils … At Barcelona's museums of science and
technology you'll enter a fascinating world where you'll
find the answers to the most amazing questions.

Applied arts
Discover the art contained in everyday items. Step into an
amazing world where you'll find magical objects at special
visitor attractions, such as the Wax Museum, the Museum
de la Cera, and the Footwear Museum, the Museum del
Calçat.

Entertainment
Everybody loves leisure and having fun. And Barcelona
offers fun for everyone: kids and adults, thrill seekers, and
people in search of peace and quiet. You can walk among
sharks, stroke dolphins, take a head-spinning ride on a
roller coaster or enjoy the magnificent views of Barcelona
and peaceful atmosphere of the parks..

Restaurants
Spain has firmly established its place at the forefront of modern gastronomy,
creating alta cocina that's grounded in both the laboratory and the kitchen.
Whether you believe the hype or not, new techniques and presentations, such
as consommé lentils and edible cocktails, have left diners dazzled both in their
palates and in their minds. Although the revolution has been going on all over
Spain, the frontlines of this new wave are arguably in Barcelona, where Ferrán
Adrià has his laboratory.
The Catalan capital has gained a truly international profile thanks to its
restaurants and highly acclaimed chefs. The choice of dining options is so wide
that you will find it difficult to make a decision.

Nightlife
Barcelona never sleeps. The city has set the benchmark
for the international electronic music scene and dances to
the sounds of the world's top DJs. It's also the perfect
place for lovers of jazz, rock, Latin rhythms and pop.

FC Barcelona
Barcelona is also famous for its soccer team : FC
Barcelona, the first team in the world to have won 6
cups in one season ! Its main sponsor : Turkish
Airlines.
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